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Magnetic scattering effects on quantum transport in a normal-metal–superconductor junction

Jian-Xin Zhu and Z. D. Wang
Department of Physics, University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong
~Received 20 September 1996; revised manuscript received 1 November 1996!

Within a scattering formalism, the magnetic scattering effects on the transport properties of a normal metal
attached to ad-wave as well as ans-wave superconductor have been studied by inserting~i! a Kondo-like
magnetic barrier and~ii ! a ferromagnetic scattering layer into the normal conducting region. It is shown that,
in contrary to our intuition, the Kondo-like magnetic scattering effect is quite similar to the effect of nonmag-
netic scattering. Remarkably, the ferromagnetic exchange interaction could lead to the strong resemblance of
the conductance behavior between a normal-metal–s-wave superconductor junction containing a ferromagnet
layer and a normal-metal–d-wave superconductor with a nonmagnetic scattering layer, and vice versa. This
result may complicate significantly the decisive determination of the pairing symmetry in high-Tc supercon-
ductors by the quasiparticle tunneling into the superconductor. In addition, the resonance peak splitting in the
conductance is exhibited if the ferromagnet layer is located several superconducting coherence lengths away
from the normal-metal–superconductor interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the recent advance in nanotechnology, interes
quantum transport through mesoscopic normal metals
semiconductors coupled with superconductors has been
newed due to possible applications in electronic devices.1 In
these hybrid systems, electrons are not only intrinsically
herent in the superconducting region but also retain ph
memory throughout the normal conducting region. At t
interface between the normal conductor and the super
ductor, a scattering process known as the Andreev reflect2

occurs: An electron incident from the normal conductor w
an energy below the superconducting energy gap ca
drain off into the superconductor. It is instead reflected fr
the normal-metal–superconductor~NS! interface as a hole by
transferring a charge22e (e.0) to the superconductor. In
addition, if a tunnel barrier is introduced into an otherwi
ballistic normal-metal–superconductor junction, electro
are always reflected from the barrier as electrons, rather
as holes. There have been many theoretical and experim
efforts devoted to the current-voltage (I -V) characteristic of
normal-metal–isotropics-wave superconductor junctions3

The coherent scattering between the pair potential of the
perconductor and the ordinary electrostatic potential of a t
nel barrier modifies the wave interference pattern and t
changes theI -V characteristic. Recently, the pairing symm
try of high-Tc superconductors has also received much at
tion, and many theoretical and experimental studies4 have
suggested that the pairing state of cuprate high-Tc supercon-
ductors may have adx

a
22x

b
2-wave symmetry. Simultaneously

investigations of theI -V characteristic have been extended
consider normal-metal–d-wave superconductor junctions.5–7

It is found that the conductance zero-bias anomaly~ZBA!
observed in normal-metal–high-Tc superconductor
junctions8 could be attributed5,6 to the existence of midgap
states9 when the order parameter of the superconductor is
d-wave symmetry which gives rise to the sign change of
550163-1829/97/55~13!/8437~8!/$10.00
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anisotropic energy gap across some nodal points of the F
surface. In this case, the tunnel barrier resides at the
interface and the normal metal is ballistic. When the tun
barrier resides in the ballistic normal metal several superc
ducting coherence lengths away from the interface, sub
resonances occur as those in conventional NS junctions
cept a midgap resonance at zero voltage.6 So far, most stud-
ies have dealt with the nonmagnetic scattering. Since
Andreev reflection near the Fermi level conserves energy
momentum but does not conserve spin, that is, the incom
electron and the Andreev-reflected hole occupy opposite
bands, this effect is irrelevant for the spin-independent s
tering. However, when the magnetic scattering is involved
the transport of electrons through a normal-meta
superconductor junction, due to the lack of spin conserva
associated with the Andreev reflection, novel behavior m
appear in conductance. Motivated in part by this observat
in this paper, we study the magnetic scattering effects
considering~i! a sheet Kondo-like magnetic barrier and~ii ! a
magnetic insulator inserted into the normal conducting
gion, while taking the pairing symmetry of the attached s
perconductor to be eithers wave ord wave. The conduc-
tance is calculated by generalizing the previous theory
Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk10 ~BTK! to include the spin
effect. It is found that, the ferromagnetic scattering cou
lead to the strong resemblance of the conductance beha
between a normal-metal–s-wave superconductor junctio
containing a ferromagnet layer and a normal-metal–d-wave
superconductor with a nonmagnetic scattering layer, and
versa. This result shows that the explanation of the Z
observed in high-Tc superconductor junctions, which i
based on thed-wave pairing, may not be unique.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations for unconventional su
conductors and the reduced form we will use. In Sec. III,
calculate the conductance ofs-wave andd-wave junctions
both containing a Kondo-like magnetic barrier. The resu
for the conductance of NS junctions with a ferromagne
8437 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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8438 55JIAN-XIN ZHU AND Z. D. WANG
scattering layer is given in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V sets fo
our conclusions.

II. BOGOLIUBOV –DE GENNES EQUATIONS
FOR AN NS JUNCTION

The motion of elementary quasiparticles in an anisotro
superconductor can be described by the Bogoliubov
Gennes equations11,12

He~r !u~r !1E dr 8D~r ,r 8!v~r 8!5Eu~r !, ~2.1a!

2He* ~r !v~r !1E dr 8D* ~r ,r 8!u~r 8!5Ev~r !.

~2.1b!

Here the excitation energyE is measured relative to th
Fermi energyEF . The single-electron Hamiltonian is writte
as

He~r !5
1

2me
S \

i
¹ r1

eA~r !

c D 21V̂~r !2EF , ~2.2!

where the vector potentialA(r ) is assumed to be zero in th
following calculations, the potential energyV̂(r ) includes
both the interaction between the electron and the exte
field and the interaction between the electron and the lo
nonmagnetic or magnetic scatterers. By introducing
center-of-mass coordinatesR5(r1r 8)/2 and the relative co-
ordinatess5r2r 8, the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations
duce to the Andreev equations in the WKB
approximation2,12,13 if the potential varies slowly,

Eũ~r !52 i ~\2/me!kF•¹ũ~r !1D~ k̂F ,r !ṽ~r !, ~2.3a!

Eṽ~r !5 i ~\2/me!kF•¹ ṽ~r !1D* ~ k̂F ,r !ũ~r !, ~2.3b!

where

S ũ~r !

ṽ~r ! D 5e2 ikF•rS u~r !

v~r ! D . ~2.4!

As shown in the Andreev equations, an unconventional
perconducting pair potential depends not only on the cen
of-mass coordinatesR but also on the relative coordinatess
in real space, or on the relative wave vectork after a Fourier
transform, which in the weak-coupling theory is fixed on t
Fermi surface such that only its directionk̂F5kF /ukFu is a
variable. In particular, the pair potential of a bu
dx

a
22x

b
2-wave superconductor can be written as5,14

D~ k̂F!5D0~ k̂xa
2 2 k̂xb

2 !5D0ucos~2f!ueiwJ, ~2.5!

where k̂xa5kxa /ukFu and k̂xb5kxb /ukFu are the normalized

wave vector components along thea andb crystal axes of
the CuO2 planes,f is the azimuthal angle, and the gaug
invariant phase is

wJ5H 0, for cos~2f!.0 ,

p, for cos~2f!,0 .
~2.6!
c
e

al
al
e

-

u-
r-

-

For a normal-metal–superconductor junction, due to the n
homogeneity of the pair potential, quasiparticles~e.g., elec-
tronlike excitations! are partially reflected as electronlike an
holelike excitations at the NS interface. Therefore, the eff
tive pair potentials experienced by the electronlike exc
tions and holelike excitations are different from each oth
when the wave vectors associated with electron- and hole
excitations are different after the reflection. As shown in E
~2.5!, if the order parameter in the superconductor ha
d-wave symmetry, the effective pair potentials may have
posite signs under appropriate arrangements, which
never happen if the order parameter of the supercondu
has an either isotropic or strongly anisotropics-wave sym-
metry. We now assume thex axis normal to the interface an
the system is translationally invariant along the interfa
The Andreev equations then assume the form

Eũ~x!52 i ~\2/me!kFx„dũ~x!/dx…1D~ k̂Fx ,x!ṽ~x!,
~2.7a!

Eṽ~x!5 i ~\2/me!kFx„dṽ~x!/dx…1D* ~ k̂Fx ,x!ũ~x!.
~2.7b!

By defining the interface atx50 with the superconducting
region atx.0, and neglecting the proximity effect, the pa
potential for an NS junction can be given as

D~ k̂Fx ,x!5D6Q~x!. ~2.8!

HereD6 are the effective pair potentials experienced by
electronlike and holelike excitations, which take the for
D65D0 for an isotropics-wave superconductor, while tak
the formD65D0ucos(2u72a)ueiwJ6 for a d-wave supercon-
ductor if the crystallinea axis of thedx

a
22x

b
2-wave supercon-

ductor, along which the magnitude of the pair potent
reaches the maximum, is misoriented with an anglea with
respect to the normal direction of the interface, and a be
of electrons are incident from the normal metal with an an
u with respect to the normal direction of the interface.5,14For
our purpose to study the significant differences in cond
tance betweens-wave andd-wave pairing symmetry cases
we particularly consider two special arrangements of
d-wave superconductor, i.e.,a5u50 anda5u5p/4. For
a5u50, wJ1

5wJ2
50; for a5u5p/4, wJ1

50 and

wJ2
5p. Notice that the results for the casea5u50 are

similar to those for the pairing symmetry of the superco
ductor being of the isotropics wave. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing calculations, by fixing the gauge-invariant phase
the pair potential experienced by the electronlike excitatio
wJ1

50, we can use the gauge-invariant phase of the p
potential experienced by holelike excitations to specify
isotropics-wave superconductorwJ2

50 and the special ar

rangement of thed-wave superconductorwJ2
5p.

III. I -V CHARACTERISTIC OF AN NS JUNCTION WITH
A KONDO-LIKE MAGNETIC SCATTERING LAYER

We model the Kondo-like magnetic interaction by a sta
scattering potential and the interaction potential between
electron spin and the spin of the scatterer,V̂(x)
5(V01V1Se•Si)d(x1L).15 Here L is the distance of the
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scattering layer away from the NS interface, and theSe and
Si denote, respectively, the spin operators of the electron
the scatterer. For simplicity, we assume the local s
Si51/2. Since the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations are
rived in the diagonal representation of electron spin oper
Se
2 and Sez, the spin interaction operatorSe•Si

5(S22Se
22Si

2)/2 with the total spin operatorS5Se1Si ,
should also be written in the product representation base
the eigenkets ofSez andSiz . By making use of the relation
ship bewteen the triplet-singlet representation based on
eigenketsS2 andSz and the product representation,

u11&[uS51,Sz51&,

u12&[S 1

A2D ~ uS51,Sz50&1uS50,Sz50&),

u21&[S 1

A2D ~ uS51,Sz50&2uS50,Sz50&),

and

u22&[uS521,Sz521&,

whereu11& stands forSez51/2,Siz51/2, and so forth, we
are able to writeV01V1Se•Si as a 434 matrix,

V01V1Se•Si

5S V01V1/4 0 0 0

0 V02V1/4 V1/2 0

0 V1/2 V02V1/4 0

0 0 0 V01V1/4

D .
~3.1!

Correspondingly, the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations
expanded into 838 matrix equations. Because the spin-fl
process takes place only for those incident electrons form
the spin stateu12& or u21& with the magnetic scatterer, w
are able to decouple the problem into two kinds of scatter
problem. The calculation of the contribution to the condu
tance from the non-spin-flip part is quite similar to that do
by Xu, Miller, and Ting.6 Here we concentrate on the calc
lation of the contribution from the spin-flip part. Define th
wave function as four-component column vect
C(x)[„u12(x),u21(x),v12(x),v21(x)…

Trans. When a
beam of electrons incident from the normal conductor, wh
form the spin stateu12& with the spin scatterer, the gener
nd
n
e-
or

on

he

re

g

g
-

h

solution to the Andreev equations given by Eq.~2.7! is of the
form

C I5S 100
0

D eiqe~x1L !1S 0

0

a12

a21

D eiqh~x1L !

1S b12

b21

0

0

D e2 iqe~x1L !, ~3.2a!

for x,2L;

C II5S f12
~1 !

f21
~1 !

0

0

D eiqex1S f12
~2 !

f21
~2 !

0

0

D e2 iqex1S 0

0

g12
~1 !

g21
~1 !

D eiqhx
1S 0

0

g12
~2 !

g21
~2 !

D e2 iqhx, ~3.2b!

for 2L,x,0;

C III5S c12u0

c21u0

c21v0
c12v0

D eikex1S d21v0e
iwJ2

d12v0e
iwJ2

d12u0

d21u0

D e2 iqex,

~3.2c!

for 0,x. Here the ‘‘coherence factors’’ in the supercondu
ing region are

u0
25

1

2
S 11

AE22D0
2

E
D , v0

25
1

2
S 12

AE22D0
2

E
D ,

~3.3!

respectively, and the wave vectors are determined from
dispersion relation,

qe,h5kFx6
meE

\2kFx
, ~3.4!

ke,h5kFx6
meAE22D0

2

\2kFx
, ~3.5!

wherekFx5kFcosu with u50 andp/4. The Andreev reflec-
tion amplitudesa12 , a21 and the normal reflection ampli
tudesb12 , b21 can be obtained by imposing the followin
matching conditions on the wave function:
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C II~2L !5C I~2L !, ~3.6a!

C II8~2L !2C I8~2L !

5S 2me

\2 D @~V02V1/4!1̂1~V1/2!t̂#C I~2L !,

~3.6b!

and

C III ~0!5C II~0!, ~3.7a!

C III8 ~0!5C II8~0!; ~3.7b!

where1̂ is the 434 identity matrix and

t̂5S 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

D .
A little algebra yields the matrix equation determining t
four reflection amplitudes

S P̂1 P̂2

P̂2 P̂1
D S a21

b12

a12

b21

D 5S ~12 iz2!e
i ~qe2qh!L

iz2e
2 i ~qe2qh!L

2 iz3e
i ~qe2qh!L

iz3e
2 i ~qe2qh!L

D , ~3.8!

where

P̂15S ~12 iz2!S u0v0D iz2e
i ~qe2qh!L

iz2e
iwJ2S v0u0D 2~11 iz2!e

2 i ~qe2qh!L
D ,

P̂25S 2 iz3S u0v0D iz3e
i ~qe2qh!L

iz3e
iwJ2S v0u0D 2 iz3e

2 i ~qe2qh!L
D , ~3.9!

with z25Ṽ02Ṽ1/4, z35Ṽ1/2, and Ṽ05meV0 /\
2kFx ,

Ṽ15meV1 /\
2kFx . To obtain Eq.~3.8!, we have assumed

that the Fermi energy is much greater than the pair poten
so that the difference between the wave vectors can be
glected except those appearing in exponents. It follows fr
Eq. ~3.8! that the spin-flip process leads to the mixing effe
in the tunneling of electrons between spin statesu12& and
u21&, e.g., a beam of spin-up electrons will be partly A
dreev reflected as spin-down and up holes, and partly
flected normally as spin-up and down electrons. We can
find the reflection amplitudes for non-spin-flip parts, i.
a11 , b11 and a22 , b22 by simply replacingz2 with
z15Ṽ01Ṽ1/4 and settingz350 in Eq. ~3.8!.

Within the framework of the BTK theory,10 the differen-
tial conductance is determined by the transmiss
coefficients.3,16 In the present case, we define the spin pol
ization of the electron and magnetic scatter
Pe5we12we2 and Pi5wi12wi2 , wherewe6 and wi6
ls
e-
m
t

e-
so
,

n
-
,

are, respectively, the probability for the electron and m
netic scatterer at spin up~down! state. By averaging over al
possible spin states, we find the conductance at zero temp
ture to be

G5S 2e2h D F11PePi

2
~11ua11u22ub11u2!1

12PePi

2

3~11ua21u21ua12u22ub12u22ub21u2!G . ~3.10!

Notice thata11(E)5a22(E), b11(E)5b22(E), and the
amplitudes@a21(E),a12(E)#, @b12(E),b21(E)# for inci-
dent electrons forming spin stateu12& with the spin scat-
terer correspond one by one to those@a12(E),a21(E)#,
@b21(E),b12(E)# for those incident electrons forming spi
stateu21& with the spin scatterer. If both the incident ele
tron and the spin scatterer are spin up or both spin down,
Pe5Pi51 or Pe5Pi521, the contribution to the conduc
tance is all from the non-spin-flip process. If the electron a
the spin scatterer are spin polarized with opposite directio
i.e., Pe52Pi51 or Pe52Pi521, then all contributions
to the conductance comes from the spin-flip process. It is
contribution from the spin-flip part that may lead to the co
ductance behavior different from that of an NS junction w
nonmagnetic scattering. Here we are interested in the s
unpolarization case, in whichPe5Pi50 and the conduc-
tance is thus one half of the sum of conductance in ab
two limiting cases.

In Figs. 1 and 2, we plot the differential conductance
an isotropics-wave NS junction and ad-wave NS junction
under the arrangement such thata5u5p/4. The distances
between the Kondo-like magnetic scattering layer and
NS interface areL50 andL55j0 with the superconducting

FIG. 1. Conductance versusE/D0 with various values of
Ṽ150,2,5, for ans-wave NS junction~a! and ad-wave NS junction
having a sign change of the order parameter~b!. Here we take
L/j050 and assume the static scattering potentialṼ050.2.
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55 8441MAGNETIC SCATTERING EFFECTS ON QUANTUM . . .
coherence length being defined asj05\vF /pD0. In addi-
tion, the strength of the static scattering potentialṼ050.2 is
fixed. As shown in Fig. 1, we can see that when the scat
ing layer is located at the NS interface, as the spin-flip sc
tering increases, the conductance exhibits a sharp peak a
bias voltageD0 /e for an isotropics-wave NS junction; how-
ever, for ad-wave NS junction, the conductance peak tak
place at zero bias due to the sign change of the order pa
eter. If the scattering layer is away from the NS interface
serveral superconducting coherence lengths, new sub
resonances develop but the bias of conductance ano
does not change. All of these results show clearly that
ZBA which was attributed to thed-wave order parameter ca
still survive in the presence of the local Kondo-like magne
scattering. It seems in this sense that by identifying the r
tive positions for a normal-metal–unconventional superc
ductor junction with respect to those for a normal-meta
conventional superconductor junction, as suggested
previous work,5,6 can provide distinct signatures of pairin
symmetry in high-Tc superconductors if we do not consid
the ferromagnetic scattering effect, which will be studied b
low.

IV. I -V CHARACTERISTIC OF AN NS JUNCTION
WITH A FERROMAGNETIC SCATTERING LAYER

Another kind of magnetic scattering effect we consider
the short-range exchange interaction between electrons a
local ferromagnetic layer, which could be written as

V̂5VFerrszd~x1L !, ~4.1!

wheresz is thez component of the Pauli matrix,

sz5S 1 0

0 21D .

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but withL/j055.
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the
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This model may be applicable when the exchange interac
is the dominant magnetic effect on the transport proper
through a normal-metal–superconductor junction. In t
situation, the matching condition for the two-compone
wave functionsC(x)5„u(x),v(x)…Trans at the scattering
layer reads

C~2L101!5C~2L201!, ~4.2a!

dC~x!

dx U
x52L101

2
dC~x!

dx U
x52L201

56
2meVFerr

\2 C~2L !,

~4.2b!

where the signs ‘‘6 ’’ depend on the spin state of inciden
electrons, ‘‘1 ’’ for spin up and ‘‘2 ’’ for spin down. It is not
difficult to understand this matching condition by noting th
the incoming electron and the Andreev-reflected hole per
to opposite spin states. For recent several years, there
been both experimental and theoretical work on tunnel
through superconductor-ferromagnetic insulato
superconductor~SFiS! junctions.17 More recently, there has
also been a theoretical work on the transport properties
ferromagnet–superconductor junction with~FFS! or without
a tunnel barrier~FS!,18 where polarization of the curren
comes from the different density of states of spin-up a
spin-down conduction electrons in the ferromagnet. Ho
ever, in the normal-metal–ferromagnetic insulator–norm
metal–superconductor ~NFiNS! junction, the spin-
polarization effect stems from the different barriers heig
experienced by electrons at different spin state in the m
netic scattering layer. By applying the BTK theory to o
NFiNS case, the conductance is now given by18

G5
e2

h (
s51,2

~11ur hs̄ ,esu22ur es,esu2!, ~4.3!

which shows clearly that an incoming electron of spins is
normally reflected as an electron of the same spins and
Andreev reflected as a hole of the opposite spins̄. As a
result, we give the amplitudes of normal reflectionr e1,e1

and Andreev reflectionr h2,e1

r e1,e15
1

D S 2 izFerr
11 izFerr

D F11
12 izFerr
11 izFerr

S v0u0D
2

eiwJ2e2i ~qe2qh!LG ,
~4.4!

and

r h2,e15
1

D S v0u0D 1

~11 izFerr!
2e

i ~qe2qh!L, ~4.5!

wherezFerr5meVFerr/\
2kFx and

D511
zFerr
2

~11 izFerr!
2 S v0u0D

2

eiwJ2e2i ~qe2qh!L.

As for r e2,e2 andr h1,e2 , they can be obtained by replacin
zFerr with 2zFerr. We plot the conductance as a function
energy with a variety of values ofzFerr in Figs. 3–5 with
L/j050,2,5, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3, when the fe
romagnetic scattering layer is located at the NS interface
small values of the scattering length, the conductance be
ior in normal-metal–ferromagnet–s-wave superconducto
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8442 55JIAN-XIN ZHU AND Z. D. WANG
junctions is quite similar to that in normal-metal–d-wave
superconductor junctions with nonmagnetic tunnel barr
while the conductance behavior in normal-meta
ferromagnetic–d-wave superconductor junctions is qui
similar to that in normal-metal–s-wave superconductor junc
tions containing a nonmagnetic tunnel barrier. This resul
particularly important and we believe that the presence o
low-level ferromagnetic scattering could make a direct
perimental determination of the pairing symmetry via t

FIG. 3. Conductance versusE/D0 with various values of
zFerr50.2,0.5,0.6,2,4, for ans-wave NS junction ~a! and a
d-wave NS junction having sign change of the order parameter~b!.
HereL/j050.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but withL/j052 andzFerr52,4.
r;

is
a
-

electron tunneling through an NS junction extremely haza
ous. Also intriguingly, as the strength of the ferromagne
scattering potential increases, a conductance peak is ind
at the finite bias for boths-wave andd-wave cases. How-
ever, the conductance peak for thes-wave case is shifted
toward the energy-gap position, while that ford-wave case is
shifted to the zero bias. When the ferromagnetic scatte
layer is placed in the normal metal by several supercond
ing coherence lengths away from the interface, due to
interference effect arising from the normal reflection at t
ferromagnetic layer and the Andreev reflection at the int
face, new subgap resonances appear in the conductance~see
Figs. 4 and 5!. Moreover, because of the different effectiv
potentials experienced by the electrons of different s
states, the main subgap resonance peaks appearing i
conductance for a normal-metal–superconductor junc
with nonmagnetic scattering potential are now splitted tw
foldly. In particular, as the strength of the exchange inter
tion increases, breaking peaks of each pair approach ne
for the s-wave case while become far away for thed-wave
case. In fact, these subgap resonances come from the fo
tion of quasibound states inside the energy gap between
barrier and the interface, which are determined by the po
of the current transmission.6 SettingD50, we obtain

zFerr
2

~16 izFerr!
2 S v0u0D

2

eiwJ2e2i ~qe2qh!L521 , ~4.6!

where the ‘‘1 ’’ sign is for electrons of spin up and th
‘‘ 2 ’’ sign is for those of spin down. As in the treatment
Ref. 6, we takeE5ER1 iEI for the quasibound states dete
mined by Eq.~4.6!, whereER is the quasibound state energ
andEI is the escape rate of quasiparticles from this qua
bound state. The approximate formulas for the two quanti
are found to be

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but withL/j055 andzFerr52,4.
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2

p SER

D0
D S Lj0D2cos21SER

D0
D7w0'S n1

1

2Dp,

~4.7!

EI'D0S pj0
4L D ln zFerr

2

11zFerr
2 ,

for an s-wave NS junction, and

2A2
p SER

D0
D S Lj0D2cos21SER

D0
D7w0'np,

~4.8!

EI'D0S pj0

4A2L D ln zFerr
2

11zFerr
2 ,

for a d-wave NS junction, wherew05cos21(1/A11zFerr
2 ) is

the phase shift which is crucial to distinguish the ferroma
netic scattering effect from both the nonmagnetic scatte
and the Kondo-like magnetic scattering effect on the cond
tance behavior of a normal-metal–superconductor junct
We can also see clearly that this phase shift leads to
resonance peak splitting in the conductance. To study
effect in some detail, we discuss the case, as an illustra
that the ferromagnetic scattering layer is located at the in
face (L→0). In this limiting case, we haveER56D0sinw0
for an s-wave NS junction andER56D0cosw0 for a
d-wave NS junction. Therefore, if the strength of the ferr
magnetic barrier is finite andw0 is thus finite, neither midgap
states at the Fermi surface (ER50) for thed-wave NS junc-
tion nor gap states (ER5D0) at the energy gap for the
s-wave junction exist. Only when the ferromagnetic layer
completely insulating (zFerr→` andw05p/2), can the mid-
gap states and gap states be exhibited, respectively, in
above-mentioned junctions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the conductance through a norm
metal–d-wave superconductor junction as well as a norm
metal–s-wave superconductor junction, which contains
sheet Kondo-like magnetic scattering layer or a ferrom
netic scattering layer. It is shown that the conductance
havior in the presence of a Kondo-like magnetic scatter
layer is quite similar to that in the presence of a nonmagn
-L
-
g
c-
n.
e
is
n,
r-

-

he

l-
l-

-
e-
g
ic

barrier, although the spin-flip process takes place in
former case. More importantly, we have shown that in
presence of ferromagnetic scattering, if the layer is locate
the NS interface, the conductance of ad-wave NS junction
containing a ferromagnetic barrier resembles that of
s-wave junction with a nonmagnetic barrier, and the cond
tance of ans-wave NS junction with a ferromagnetic barrie
resembles that of ad-wave junction involving a nonmagneti
layer. This result may complicate significantly the conclus
determination of the pairing symmetry in high-Tc supercon-
ductors by the quasiparticle tunneling into the superc
ductor. Relative to the nonmagnetic scattering case, the r
nance peak splitting in the conductance is exhibited when
layer is several superconducting coherence lengths a
from the NS interface.

Finally, we would like to make a remark: As we hav
done in this work, to apply the one-dimensional descript
to the three-dimensional case requires that the system sh
have the translational invariance along the interface perp
dicular to the transport direction. Realistically, the Kon
exchange coupling arises from the magnetic atoms hav
spin, which breaks the translational invariance. Therefo
the interaction term we have taken in Sec. III is a simp
theoretical model and the discussion there is more relevan
a real one-dimensional system. Nevertheless, we notice
the Kondo-like magnetic scattering effect described by
model is stronger than that in the practical three-dimensio
case. Therefore, we can expect that no ZBA in conducta
is induced by the Kondo impurities in practical thre
dimensional systems. On the other hand, when the densi
magnetic atoms in the ferromagnet layer is very high, th
atoms are so strongly coupled to one another that the m
netic spins align parallel to the interface. In this case,
magnetization field will be carried entirely within the thi
layer. Consequently, our one-dimensional description of
ferromagnetic scattering effect could be applied to the thr
dimensional case, which is also more easily realized by
periments.
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